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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Davey, Cameron
Mon, 1 Feb 2010 14:49:42 +1100
Solomon, Solon;Smith, Steve;O'Connell, Shane
Gruszczak, Sharon
Dale Defence subpoena

@

Good afternoon all,

This morning as you know there was a mention to deal with the Defence Subpoena of Paul DALE.
The matter has been adjourned until 22 February for further mention. Before that date we have to
compile all the documents that fall within the scope of the subpoena so that Ron GIPP can then work
through the documents from the point of view of Pll etc.
Attached is a copy of the subpoena and a copy of the spreadsheet that Sharon has compiled to
monitor the compilation of the documents.

0 0
Each of us are responsible for collating certain documents within the scope of the subpoena. It is up
to each of us to ensure the documents you are responsible for are properly vetted to remove all
information which could be excluded under Public Interest Immunity prior to providing them to
Sharon. Once you have obtained the documents assigned to you, vet them and provide them to
Sharon so that she can place them in the proper section of our folders.
Below is a summary of who is responsible for what:

CAM-

Items 1,2, 3, 5, 6(i), 8,14

SOL Items 6(v) - Notes of DAVEY, SOLOMON, SMITH and O'CONNELL re removal of^|
from prison
Item6(x) - 2 x O'BRIEN transcripts and anything else
Item 7(x) - recording of meeting between Fitzy and George, and Fitzy's diary notes if not
included in the stuff we gave to COLLINS
STEVE - Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

4(iii) - Chart and steering committee reports
6(iii) - A/A
6(vi) - A/A
6(viii) - application to prisorH^remove
7(iii) , (v), (vi), (viii) - as per^^^H
12 - Your investigation notes

SHANE - Item 4(ii) - 2 x Wit F OPI transcripts need vetting, and I'm not sure if you have anything
else that would fall into this section. Also, can you liaise with Martin HARDY on this issue and ensure
that they don't hand over these transcripts themselves (the OPI is also subpoenaed) until they have
been viewed by you, to ensure they don't provide a copy of the transcripts containing material that
VicPol thinks should be vetted out for Pll. (Ron GIPP has requested we liaise with OPI on this)
Item 4(vii) - your notes re dot points one and two, if you haven't already included them in the
notes you gave Sharon for the COLLINS subpoena.

If there are any questions, let me know.

Thanks for your help.
Cam
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Cameron DAVEY
Detective Senior Constable 29012

Petra Taskforce - Victoria Police
Level 6, 452 Flinders St, Melbourne, 3000
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